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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors,

Congratulations for the work. Though some little changes must be done, in order to improve the quality of the work.

In the Abstract section I would suggest you to be more specific concerning the "inception". You better mention the initial date as you mentioned in the methods section.

Also in abstract it was not clear to me as a first reading that 538 individuals were included in the study. It just became clear after reading the methodology. You better write "538 individuals" rather than "538" only for the sample size.

Still, in your methodology you mentioned 488 studies firstly evaluated, however, in the abstract it was written 487. please, you better check it!

In the conclusion section, I would suggest you to highlight that preventive treatment must be inserted in dental clinical routine for diabetic people.

In line 164, you could add "diet" as one of the factors also affecting the variability of the results found and therefore 1 or more references concerning that must be added.

Best regards.
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